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SPECIFICATION
FIBER LASER CUTTINGMACHINE 1530 1500W

Feature:
Using industrial heavy-duty steel structure design and NC five-sided machining center to ensure machine
accuracy and stability.
Using Schneider of France electrical appliances and Igus cable of Germany.
Imported servo drive system and imported decelerator are adopted, which have fast running speed and
strong stability.
Taiwan guideway and high precision grinding rack are used to ensure the long-time processing accuracy
of the equipment.
Professional laser cutting control system with complete functions and simple operation
It has the characteristics of maintenance-free, energy saving and cost reduction. It is suitable for
advertisement marking, sheet metal processing, electric power, hotel kitchen equipment, hardware
products, electrical equipment, precision parts and other industries.
Specification and Parameters
X. Y Cutting Area 1500mm*3000mm
Laser Power Raycus 1500W
Driving System Fuji 1000W Servo Motor
Controller system Aosen System and cutting head
X.Y Guiding System Taiwan TBI 25
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Rack Germany 1.5M
Operating System Windows 98, Windows XP, Vista
Interface LCD screen with USB interface
CAD Design Software Available (Optional)
Supported Format BMP. HPGL(PLT),DXF,G-CODE,DST,AI
Working Voltage AC380V/ 50HZ
Water Chiller 6100

Gantry mechanical structure
The bed is welded with high quality steel, and the net
weight of the bed is heavier, which greatly improves the
stability of the machine, reduces the vibration of the bed,
and has a good effect on cutting metal.

Raycus 1500W

Small size, light weight, easy to move; easy integration;
high power, excellent beam quality; low energy
consumption; good stability; suitable for different
applications; simple operation; no spare parts
requirements, maintenance-free.

Aosen cutting head

Laser head professional transmission system (linear guide
rail, screw lifting, sensor head), laser head through the
automatic sensor to sense the distance of the metal
surface being cut, and data transmission to the drive
controller; follow-up laser head and the distance
between the cutting plate surface, can automatically
maintain a constant, avoid the metal surface bump
caused by cutting. Precision decreases and devices such
as nozzles are avoided.
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Working table

Unique pointed rack design, very suitable for cutting
alloy sheet metal, and equipped with positioning ruler,
making feeding, parts and other operations more
convenient and fast.

Fuji Servo Drive Motor

Servo motor adopts closed-loop control method to
ensure accurate positioning and dynamic response of
optimal acceleration, which makes the automatic
positioning mechanism run smoothly, reliably and
maintenance-free.
X, Y, Z axis high power motor drive; acceleration can
reach 1.5G.

Taiwan Gear-rack

World-class quality transmission system, fast speed, high
precision, strong reliability to ensure long-term smooth
operation.

Taiwan (TBI25) Square Rail

Higher speed, lower noise volume, self-contained dust to
ensure high accuracy and long service life

Aosen Laser Cutting Software
Supports all AutoCAD and drawing software.
Professional cutting software supports cutting path, PLT
and other graphical formats in dxf. It can set cutting
parameters in different layers and combine lines to
ensure automatic joining of splicing nodes. It can
immediately optimize the finished graphic design,
thereby improving productivity. The professional cutting
software can achieve different cutting accuracy levels by
using compensation function.
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Durablewater cooling system
Water Chiller 6100

SAMPLES

MATERIAL THICKNEDD AIR

CARBON STEEL ≤16mm O2

STAINLESS STEEL ≤8mm N2
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Gas dosimeter Compressed air consumption is 1m/h
Requirements of

working
Environment

1. Power supply capacity: 25KVA
2.Power Supply Requirements: Three-phase AC380V Frequency: 50Hz
1) Three-phase voltage stability < 5%, unbalance of three-phase power supply <
2.5%.
2) Power supply uses three-phase five-wire system and grounding resistance is less
than 4.
3) Switch specifications, conductor cross sections and connection modes for
machine tools, lasers, water coolers and air compressors are detailed in the
machine power supply configuration diagram.
Note:
1. No sudden jump or frequent sudden power failure is allowed in the power supply
voltage.
2.If the grounding resistance is not guaranteed to be less than 4, the grounding
must be repeated. Methods Three standard copper-plated steel cores (0.25mm
copper-plated thickness) with grounding rods (1M/root) were purchased and buried
underground with a depth of about 2.5M.

3. Compressed air requirements:
Gas supply capacity: 1.5m_/min
Supply pressure: 1.2-2.0 Mpa
Dew point temperature not higher than 5 C
Solid particles with oil content less than 0.01 ppm less than 0.02 um

4. Ground requirements for installation site: the ground is flat and clean, and
the foundation is made according to the requirements of the foundation map; for
example, the attached drawings of the contract

5. Environmental requirements for machine installation site:
1. Temperature Requirements: Machine tools can be placed in the environment of -
10 ~40 ~C, laser must be placed in the environment of 18 ~25 ~C, if not, air
conditioning must be installed in separate rooms;
2. Humidity requirement: <70% (laser only)
3. Dust requirement: <1mg/m, increase exhaust fan.

6. Installation environment requirements for chillers, air compressors and
freeze dryers:
1. Dryer and air compressor can be placed outdoors. The surrounding environment
must be dry, less dust, rain proof and so on. The single water pipe connecting the
water cooler and the laser can not exceed 10M.
2. If chillers, air compressors and freeze dryers are placed indoors, less dust and
good ventilation must be ensured. Hot air generated by chillers must be discharged
outdoors.
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7. Cutting Gas Requirements: The purity of the gas used for cutting is based on
the purity of the following gases. Customers can choose the purity of the gas
according to the actual cutting effect:
Nitrogen: 99.7% (general nitrogen or liquid nitrogen) oxygen: 99.5% pure oxygen:
99.95%.

8. Cooling water requirements:
1. Deionized water or distilled water must be used. If it can not be replaced by
barreled pure water, but mineral water can not be used, otherwise the service life
of the laser will be affected.
2. In winter frozen areas, water chillers should be placed in an environment above 0
C.

9. Installation Requirements of Lasers
1. When the laser is installed and hoisted, the inclination angle of the laser is less
than 5 degrees.
2. The requirement of laser peripheral space: laser peripheral space should be at
least 1.5 meters, and the top space can be allowed to be 1 meter from the roof;
3. Temperature and humidity of working environment: working environment
temperature is 25 +2, temperature fluctuation is small; ambient humidity is less
than 75%, will not condensate and dew. Suggestion: If the customer's environment
is poor, the laser must be equipped with air conditioning in a separate room.
4. Floor Foundation Requirements: Floor Load: Floor Load is more than 1500kg,
Floor must be flat, and be leveled, unevenness is less than 6mm
5. There should be no equipment with excessive vibration around the laser, that is,
the laser can not be installed on the ground of vibration.
6. Power Supply Requirements: Power Supply Requirements for Power Supply
Customers: 380 +10%, 50Hz, Three-phase, Midline-Ground; Regulator Output 380
+2%, 50Hz, Three-phase, Midline-Ground, 50KVA


